BIKE TEST / MARIN PINE MTN.
Marin designed
the Pine Mountain
for backcountry
adventures and
trail senders.
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PINE MOUNTAIN 2
Built for the long haul

arin Bikes opened its doors in 1986 right in
the birthplace of mountain biking and relied
on surrounding Marin County landmarks as
inspiration for early model names. Pine Mountain,
a location just north of Mt. Tamalpais, became the
name of a steel hardtail that’s still kicking decades
later. Of course, the new Pine Mountain features vast
improvements over its early ancestor. The new Pine
Mountain 2 is a dedicated adventure bike built for the
long haul. Marin says this bike is designed for trail
rides, bikepacking and all-day epics. We decided to
see just how trail-worthy Marin’s adventure hardtail
really was, so we called up our wrecking crew and put
this timeless hardtail to the test.

FRAME
Marin offers the Pine Mountain in two different
options, with the Pine Mountain 1 being a more entry-

level bike and the Pine Mountain 2 model offering
standard features seen on modern mountain bikes.
For this test we’re focusing our attention on the Pine
Mountain 2 model that retails for just over $2,000.
The frame is constructed from Series 3 double-butted
and heat-treated chromoly steal with 29-inch wheels.
The bike offers Boost 148 hub spacing, allowing for a
variety of aftermarket wheel options and has internal
dropper-post routing to ensure this bike is ready for the
modern era. Additionally, the bike features a threaded
bottom bracket and exposed cables to make it as
serviceable as possible while out in the backcountry.
All that said, you’re still likely staring at the
abundance of bosses (water cage bolts) that run the
length of the downtube and continue on around the
frame. Well, as we stated before, the Pine Mountain
is built for bikepacking, so Marin made sure you could
attach as much gear as possible to the frame.

A 120mm fork
helps smooth
out the trails.
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Marin keeps it simple and effiecent with a Shimano
SLX 12-speed drivetrain.

CLIMBING

A dro
opper
post provides
confidence
to tak
ke on
the trrails.

The Pine Mountain’s steel frame offers an efficient
platform for pedaling and combines it with an upright seated
position for all-day comfort. This is as far from a hunchedover race bike as one can get. Instead, Marin focused on
offering a platform that riders could spend hours and hours on
until they find their perfect camping spot. The Shimano SLX
drivetrain was highly favored by our test riders and appreciated
when we tried loading gear onto our bike. Having the combination
of a 32-tooth chainring and a 51-tooth cassette is ideal for steep
climbs or traveling with gear for multiple days.

THE FLOW
COMPONENTS
The Pine Mountain 2 relies on durable parts to ensuure every
adventure goes smoothly. Up front, we see a RockShoox FS 35 fork
with 120 millimeters of travel. The drivetrain is Shimanno’s SLX
12-speed system with a huge cassette for powering up climbs
while loaded down with gear. Marin gave the Pine Mouuntain
double-wall alloy wheels and wrapped them in 29x2.6
6-inch Vee
Tire Flow Snap tires. A TranzX dropper post allows rideers to take
full advantage of the descents.

SUSPENSION
The only suspension on the Pine Mountain is its RocckShox fork
and its high-volume tires. We followed the tuning guidee on the
back of our fork leg to achieve a base setting and left it alone after
that. It was mostly run in the open position, except for occasional
road miles or long fire-road climbs.
When we first hit the trails, we found the rear end too be a bit
harsh, so we looked to solve the issue by reducing tiree pressure.
This helped soften the rear end, but it never quite felt as smooth
as we’d like. On certain trails, the bike can rattle your teeth;
however, after swapping the tires to a tubeless setup and
a running
less pressure, we found the ride manageable.

DOWN AND DIRTY
The rider who will buy the Pine Mountain is one whoo loves to get
off the beaten path and head deep into the backcountry with a few
days’ supplies. It’s incredibly capable of carrying all yoour essentials
with its multiple gear mounts and cleverly designed haandlebars.
The Bedroll bars, as Marin refers to them, are designeed with a flat
mounting spot on top of the handlebar. This area couldd be used to
mount a bag or a variety of handlebar accessories.
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While the Pine Mountain has
the capacity to carry all your
bikepacking gear, Marin’s
slogan is “Made for
fun.” To live up to the
saying, Marin spec’d
150mm-travel dropper
posts (125mm
posts on size-small
frames) to ensure
fun would be had.
Marin then tossed
in a 66.5-degree
head tube
angle for good
measure, along
with short
chainstays to
keep the bike
snappy. Without
gear attached to
the bike, our testers
found themselves
having a blast tossing
around this steel
hardtail with modern
trail geometry. The Pine
Mountain is not quite the
same as its more shred-worthy
brother, the San Quentin, but
considering it is a steel adventure bike,
it handles the trails quite well.

Not your average
hardtail geometry.

CATEGORY

Hardtail
SUSPENSION

120mm
front
TIRE SIZE

29"

MODS AND UPGRADES
The first and most important thing to do to this
bike is convert the wheels and tires to a tubeless
system. Removing the tubes will allow riders to reduce
air pressure and reap the rewards of a smoother ride. The next
thing we would do is look for accessories or bags to attach to the
frame. While trail riding, we attached a water bottle, a multi-tool,
a CO2, a tube and a tire lever to our frame, which allowed us to
ride without carrying anything on our bodies. Bikepackers can look
iinto
t custom-built
t
b ilt bike
bik bags
b
that
th t mountt inside
i id the
th frame
f
without
ith t
the need to strap on aftermarket bags. Once you purchase a Pine
Mountain, you’ll become addicted
to attaching as many
items as possible
to its frame.
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A sturdy fork makes
bikepacking possible.

MARIN PINE MOUNTAIN 2
Price
Weight
Sizes
Frame tested
Fork
Wheelset
Tires
Dropper post
Saddle
Handlebar
Stem
Grips
Headset
Brakes
Rotors
Rear derailleur
Shifters
Crankset
Bottom bracket
Cassette
Chain
Chainrings

$2099
34 pounds (without pedals)
S, M (tested), L, XL
Chromoly steel
120mm travel, RockShox FS 35
Alloy double wall (32mm inner width)
Vee Tire Flow Snap (29x2.6")
150mm travel, TranzX YSP23
Marin Pine Mountain Trail
Marin Bedroll bar, 50mm rise, 780 width,
10˚ backsweep, 6˚ upsweep
Marin 3D Forged Alloy, 35mm length
Marin BearPaw Locking
FSA Orbit ITA
Shimano MT520, 4-piston (f)/Shimano MT500,
2-piston (r)
180mm (f), 180mm (r)
Shimano SLX 12-speed
Shimano SLX 12-speed
FSA Grid, Modular
FSA 73mm threaded
Shimano SLX M7100 Cassette, 12-Speed, 10-51T
KMC X12
32-tooth
GEOMETRY

Head tube angle
Reach
Stack
Effective seat tube angle
Bottom bracket height
Chainstay length
Wheelbase
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66.5º
430mm (16.9")
631mm (24.8")
74.5º
315mm (12.4")
430mm (16.9")
1160mm (45.6")

It’s hard to beat hardtail efficiency.

Marin’s Bedroll
handlebars
offer a place to
mount bags or
accessories.

BOTTOM LINE
The Pine Mountain 2 may not be your one and only bike, but it
would make a perfect addition to any rider’s fleet. At just a touch
above $2,000, this bike could be your part-time bikepacking rig
or a fun trail-ready hardtail for riding in harsh weather conditions.
It’s also the perfect bike for any rider who loves accessories and
attachments, thanks to its abundance of mounting points. Overall,
Marin did a great job targeting the adventure bike rider and
offering a solid platform to build on. ❏

